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Bitter Cold Causes Multi-Day Cancellations, Closures– During the last week of January, 
nearly every business, school and governmental agency closed, some for multiple days as low 
temperatures plummeted with wind chills as low as -50 below. The subsequent days were filled 
with stories on how people were handling the weather and important events that were cancelled 
or rescheduled. 
Air dates: 1/28, 1/29, 1/30, 1/31, 2/1, 2/2 

Developer Withdraws Petition for Rezoning 760 Acres in Sugar Grove Citing Public 
Opposition– The Village of Sugar Grove says in a post that a petition to rezone nearly 760 acres 
of land near the new I-88 and Route 47 interchange has been pulled due to, "the widespread 
public opposition" to the project. The statement said the developer, Crown Community 
Development, “cited the widespread public opposition as the reason for their decision" and "did 
not indicate any future plans for the property." As WSPY previously reported, residents from 
Sugar Grove, the surrounding unincorporated areas, and Elburn have been attending public 
hearings by the hundreds to speak to the village's Plan Commission. Air dates: 1/4, 1/5, 1/18, 
1/19, 1/24, 1/25, 1/30, 2/9, 2/11, 2/12 

Yorkville Council to Continue Discussion on Future of Old Jail After Proposals Filed– The 
Yorkville City Council will take up discussion again in two weeks to consider proposals for the 
Old Kendall County Jail on W. Madison St. in downtown Yorkville. Prior to the 4:00 p.m. 
deadline, two proposals were filed with the city. One proposal is from developers Peter 
McKnight and Cary Coles to restore the jail. Plans could possibly include two residential units 
and two commercial spaces, which as proposed would be to develop a gastro pub/microbrewery 
but would require further market analysis. $480,000 in a construction budget with a cash offer to 
the city of $1,000 was listed. The other proposal is from Imperfect Angels of Aurora to 
redevelop the building into a multi-purpose commercial building. A shelter/resource center for 
women experiencing hardships, a community center, a detailing business/car wash, other 
commercial suites and a rental residential unit are all listed in the proposal. $250,000 plus 
additional costs to rehab and a $500 purchase price were listed, along with grants and additional 
sponsors. Air dates:  3/25, 3/27, 3/28

City of Yorkville Whistleblower Complaint Leaked Ahead of Election; City Issues 
Response– According to documents, the complaint was made by an employee of the Yorkville 
Police Department who alleges that Mayor Golinski and a Yorkville city employee ordered city 
employees in the police department to conduct background checks on tenants of a rental property 
that Mayor Golinski owned outside of Yorkville. The document also alleges that Golinski posed 
in a city document as a sworn law enforcement officer during gun purchase transactions 
involving guns previously owned by the City of Yorkville.  Air dates: 3/20, 3/21, 3/23, 3/29, 
3/30



Gjovik Ford Looks to Move from Sandwich to Plano; Plano Offering $6.95 Million Sales 
Tax Rebate– Owner Scott Gjovik is planning to move his Ford dealership from its location on 
Route 34 in Sandwich to the southwest corner of Rt. 34 and Mitchell Rd. in Plano. The agenda 
for Monday night's Plano City Council Committee of the Whole 6:00 p.m. meeting lists 
$6,950,000 million maximum rebate to the Ford dealership from future sales taxes collected in 
the City of Plano. On May 24, 2018, the Sandwich City Council approved a fifteen-year sales tax 
rebate for Gjovik Ford that could have netted the car dealership a maximum of $800,000. Three 
weeks later, the Sandwich City Council refused to waive $26,000 in building and water/sewer 
connection fees for the proposed $6.5 million, 32,800 square feet proposed building.

Air dates: 3/18, 3/19, 3/21, 3/22, 3/25, 3/26 

2 Oswego Men, Yorkville Man, Sheridan Man and Elgin Man Named as Victims in Aurora 
Mass Shooting- The identities of the victims in the Henry Pratt shooting in Aurora were 
revealed at a press conference at the Aurora Police Department on Saturday morning. Trevor 
Wehner of Sheridan, Russell Beyer of Yorkville, Vicente Juarez of Oswego, Josh Pinkard of 
Oswego and Clayton Parks of Elgin are the deceased. Five police officers were also shot. WSPY 
covered numerous stories and subsequent follow ups in the days following shooting. 

Air dates: 2/15, 2/16, 2/17, 2/18, 2/19, 2/20, 2/21, 2/22, 2/25, 2/27, 2/28, 3/6, 3/8, 3/12, 3/13, 
3/20  

Also provided important information about state legislation, arrest reports,  
municipal meetings, and public safety/health reminders throughout the quarter. 


